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Featured articles and news

Around the web

Micro flats

Archdaily, 9 May
The 20 largest architectural
practices in the world.

ICE, 9 May
The first NEC4 training
courses have been launched.

Construction Enquirer, 9
May
Small contractors have 15% of
their turnover tied-up in late
payments.
A positive solution for Generation Rent? U+I's plans for central
London micro flats.
Wired, 8 May
Westworld-style liquid printing
is the future.

Investing in sustainable
development
World-renowned academic
Jeffrey Sachs writes about the
need to invest in sustainable
development.

The Guardian, 8 May
London rents fall for first time
since 2009.

Construction Manager, 8
May

Torre Americas 1500
A new tower in Guadalajara
made up of stacked, offset
volumes.

BIM's legal stumbling blocks what you need to know.

The Guardian, 5 May
The government fails to
commit to a diesel scrappage
scheme.
Self-build home
Dezeen, 5 May

Have a look at our detailed
17-stage project plan for
building your own dream
home.

Drones will bring a profound
change to architecture.

Architizer, 5 May
Have a look at these
impressive rooftop pools.

Engineers and politics
Former Deputy Mayor of
transport in London offers 10
tips for engineers looking to
get into politics.

Construction Dive, 5 May
The Obamas unveil the design
for a $500m presidential library
in Chicago.

Glazing
RICS, 5 May

A quick introductory article
about different types of
glazing.

Why aren’t there enough
homes to go around?

World Economic Forum
A new white paper offers
innovative solutions to the
industry's key challenges.

Featured building

Would you get married in a mirrorball globe? Have a look at this
unusual wedding venue in Turkmenistan.
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